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ABSTRACT:

Technology has united our understanding of distance, time and space. It is this phenomenon that
has caused the collision of Eastern and Western cultures. This thesis will explore the distinct
views of the East and West perspectives, through a number of studies on perception.
Understanding the divergence between the east and west will show that their differences lie in their
similarities. The two cultures are two halves of a whole, attracted together through the tension in
their diversity.

In order to coexist the East and the West, this thesis proposes a host and guest relationship
between Canadian and Chinese immigrants. In a transitional housing complex designed to
emphasize hostility, the inhabitants will have to work together to arrive at hospitality. It is an
architecture where hostility becomes hospitality, where the guest becomes the host. Thus, the
divergence of the East and West will be resolved.
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Notes:

This thesis reguires the use of numerous Chinese words to explain its ideas. In order to merge
Chinese vocabulary into the English text, all ideas are first introduced through an English
translation, then the Chinese character and after in bracket the pronunciation of the character using
hanyu pinyin. Better known as pinyin, it is the most c o m m o n standard Mandarin romanization
system in use. Example: east is M (pinyin: dong). The pronunciation system of pinyin is the
standard used in the entire body of texts, but the second system of Wade-Giles can be found
whenever quotes by Needham are used. This is to ensure the proper quoting of the source.
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TEMPORAL TRANSLATION:
Exploring the perspectives of East and West

Selina Leung Sze Yu, B.A.S.

Introduction

-

INTRODUCTION:

A compass is a tool used to define direction, noted for its consistency in pointing in one 'true'
direction. Yet the western compass has an arrow that always points north, while the Chinese
compass, on the other hand, is called the "point south needle" Isf^if {zhi nan zhen) because it
always points south. It is clear from the start that the East and the West have divergent views and
often opposing beliefs. But in the end, their compasses can be used in the same way to navigate in
the same direction; it is only a matter of perspective. The compass relies on where you stand, and
how you orientate yourself to observe the rest of the world. The divergence of perception between
the East and the West is the subject of this thesis.

Consider the image of a conceptual drawing below. The composition of the drawing surrounds the
compass image in the centre. It does not have a set orientation and is free to rotate in any
direction. It is up to viewer to decide which perspective they wish to take.
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The perspectives of the East and the West are analogous to the two halves of the drawing. The
sun and the moon work together to complete the cycle of the day. Similarly, the two Chinese
characters in the drawing, 'indentation' DfJ (ao or wa) and 'protrusion' ft (to), join together to form
a box. The East and the West each have their strengths and weaknesses. Uniting the two
perspectives will complete the 'emptiness' of the other. The following chapters look at their
diverging perceptions and the ways in which they can be unified. Drawings will be used to test out
intuitive ways of unifying the perceptions.

The first studies of perception use etymology to study the history of the words 'east' and 'west'. It
will explore how both Europeans and Asians attempted to identify their own culture. It will also
show that to define the 'self reguired the defining of the 'other'. To co-exist the cultures of the East
and the West is to realize what their differences and their similarities are. It is all a matter of
perception.

The third chapter will look at the Western and Eastern perceptions of the body through Greek and
Chinese medicine. The human body is the ideal subject in the study of cultural relationships. The
beating pulse motivated the ancient Greeks to peer into the interior of the body; through the
methods of dissection they created the anatomical body. In contrast, the Chinese used their
senses to observe the exterior of the body and translated their knowledge of the body as a
landscape. The two perspectives of the body are different yet they are the same, for both methods
describe the same human body. Investigative drawings will be used to test the intuition that two
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perspectives of the body can co-exist. The investigations will be a companion to the understanding
that a unification of the two perceptions will create a stronger, more definitive view of the body.
Once again, it is about unifying different perceptions.

The fourth chapter looks at another example of the differences between the East and West through
the perception of distance in art. In Western art, linear perspective is used to differentiate between
depths in space. In Chinese art, vertical positioning is used to make the distinction between
objects that are near from those that are far. Again, both methods achieve the same goal of
portraying distance on a two-dimensional medium, but in different ways.

The second half of the fourth chapter will show that perception of spatial distance is a learnt
behaviour, and that its alteration can be used to make possible a co-existence of the diverging
views of the East and West. The chapter will specifically show how this co-existence of differences
can be achieved in architecture through engaging bodily movements. The Western linear
perspective and the Eastern oblique perspective are the 'two halves' of spatial perception that will
be used together to create an architectural 'whole'. The architectural proposition utilizes this
understanding to set up a host-and-guest dialogue between Canadians and new Chinese
immigrants. Through the concept of a transitional housing complex, the hosts and guests will work
together to combat the hostile environment purposefully created by the architecture. Only after the
perceptions of the inhabitants have been altered will hostility become hospitality. Then, the host
and guest will be joined in a unified perceptual world.

Temporal Translations
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2.1 INTO THE EAST AND WEST:

"Each age and society re-creates it's 'other'."- Said (1979, p 332)

Speaking of east and west was once as simple as speaking of left and right, up and down. So why
did the two well-used words, once used to simply denote direction, become overwhelmed with
heavy social, cultural and political connotations? The answer can be found in the history of the two
words' transformations, in their maturity from simple 'east' and 'west' to the burden-filled forms of
'East' and Wesf'.1 Therefore, the quest to discover the reasons for the changes in their
connotations lies in their etymology.

This chapter uses a philosophical approach to study the history of the East and the West (or as
identified today as Europe and Asia) to discover how each society defines themselves. Identifying
how the East and West define themselves will help us to understand their differences, as well as
improving our understandings of their cultures. For the same reason, we will also look at
anthropology, which tells us that to construct an identity is to define a culture. Yet it will not be
easy, as the construction of one's identity requires the construction of the 'other'; as to define the
East is to define the West and vice versa.

1

W e move from using lowercase that denotes geographic meanings to using uppercase for cultural representations.
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Learning how to perceive the 'other' will enable us to create a co-existence between the East and
the West. In the end, both philology and anthropology will show us that the East and West are
interrelated and co-dependent in more than just their identities.

As the modern world is transforming our historical definitions of everything from time and space to
East and West, it is also redefining their co-existence. By borrowing from Orientalism and
Occidentalism, we can put all these ideas into a contemporary context to see how Eastern and
Western cultures have collided.

2.2 F R O M THE'ORIGIN'

The sun rises in the east. This is a perceptual truth witnessed everyday. This perception has
remained consistent throughout the history of mankind. Ever since man has been able to record
his observations, the sun has always been involved in the definition of 'east'. Whether in Europe or
Asia, this has always remained the same. The evidence of such reality lies in the semiotics of their
languages.

In Asia, the Chinese language of ideograms represents one of the earliest graphic records of man.
Each Chinese character is thus unique in its form.2 In Chinese, the written form of east is j£ (the

2

See Appendix A for a history of the Chinese language.
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pronunciation: dong). According to the Shuowen Jiezi 3, east is where the sun rises from behind
the tree.4 Below is a dissection of the character Jg, into its root forms:

Jt = 9 + ^
0 (n) is the pictograph of the sun, and ^ (mu) is the trunk and its branches growing out of the
ground depicting a tree. Together with a little imagination, it gives rise to the ideogram JfC (dong).
(Refer to Figure 2.1) As well, in Europe, the definition of 'east' has always been a direction towards where the sun rises. In numerous European languages, the direction of 'east' is
analogous to the word 'to rise/rising'—in French, Levant ('rising') is a term used to define the
Middle East; in Hebrew, 'mizrahi' ('sunrise') referred to Jews from the eastern part of the country.
Similarly, Europeans commonly referred to Japan as 'the land of the rising sun'. As can be seen, in
both Europe and Asia, 'east' was defined by the start of the day.
FIGURE 2.1:

I $
M (dong) from oracle bones ^ {dong) from bronze script M {dong) from seal script
(Refer to Appendix A)

In the same way, the end of the day signified the west; as the sun rising in the east was the
beginning, its setting in the west signified the end. The Chinese ideogram for west is j?§ (xi). The
interpretation of this character is a little harder to imagine. From Shuowen Jiezi, it is a bird in its
3

Shuowen Jiezi, IJ^jSJ?^ is the oldest Chinese dictionary to have analysed the structure of the characters and give
a rationale to its graphic form. It was written in the 2 nd century CE, in the Han Dynasty.

4

M • ME*W$l£flEB;£*'TJ ' RMZm^feM

° "M". MXm^it. 2008, Gg-Art.Com NET TECH

CO.LTD. < http://www.qq-art.com/imqbook/index.php?bookid=53 >
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nest, suggesting sunset and the direction thereof a bird's roosting.^ As birds return to their nest at
sunset, the image of M (xi) (and therefore the word 'west' for the Chinese) is related to the image
of the end of the day. The ancient seal scripts of g {xi) more clearly renders this definition. (Refer
to Figure 2.2)
FIGURE 2.2:

S
W

{xi) from oracle bones

&
g (xi) from bronze script

g§ (xi) from seal script

The Chinese also defined 'west' as a final resting place, either day's end or life's end. The darker
connotation of the end of life, or death, fit well with the negative attributes they associated with the
word 'west'. As Alastair Bonnet writes,

the West [as] the place where the sun goes down ensured its
most ancient and enduring connotation: the west is the place of
death.6

Bonnett meant that the connotation, 'dreading of the west' came from ancient Chinese and African
cultures. He suggests this by showing that the colour white is the traditional colour of death in
those cultures. The dreadful conquerors coming from the west were white in skin colour, and thus
produced a fearful image associated with death.

2008, Gg-Art.Com N E T T E C H CO.LTD. < http://www.qq-art.com/imqbook/index.php?bookid=53 >
Bonnett, Alastair (2004) The Idea of the West: Culture, Politics and History. N e w York: Palgrave Macmillan. Pg 4.

6
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This Eastern fear of the west was mirrored in its counterpart, the Westerners' fear of the East. The
Japanese writer Junichiro Tanizaki, in his essay In Praise of Shadows, writes about how the beauty
of shadows was admired by the Japanese yet detested by the Westerners. For Tanizaki, it is no
wonder that" 'The Mysterious Orient' of which Westerners speak probably refers to the uncanny
silence of these dark places". Further on in the essay he writes that Westerner's "quest for a
brighter light never ceases, he spares no pains to eradicate even the minutest shadow."7
Therefore, for both the East and the West, the uncharted 'other' was a place of mystery they feared.
It was not until explorers ventured into those 'other' lands that ideas of the East and West began to
expand.

We return to the words 'east' and 'west', and consider their Latin roots, oriri and occidere. The
former is also the root of the word for Orient8, while the latter for Occident. This clarifies the
association between the word Orient toward ideas of the East, and the word Occident toward ideas
of the West. It also explains why Orientalism is the study of the East, and Occidentalism is the
study of the West. The man who has redefined the term Orientalism is Edward Said. He states:

The first definition for Orientalism is an academic one... [It is]
anyone who teaches, writes about, or researches the Orient...

7

Tanizaki, Junichiro (1977) In Praise of Shadows. London: St. Edmundsbury Press. Pg 20 and Pg 31
'Origin' is another word with the Latin root, oriri. An interesting thought to ponder is whether or not Europe
acknowledged Asia as its origin when it assigned 'Orient' to the East? It is not the goal to discuss this here.

8
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either its specific or its general aspects, is an Orientalist, and what
he or she does is Orientalism.9

This is the first of three definitions for Orientalism defined by Said. It is perhaps the most general
and objective one, without the burden of social, cultural or political context. It considers
Orientalism as a pure object. In this manner, it is too broad and the reason why this use of the
word has mostly been abandoned in academia. The second of Said's definitions is more widely
accepted and most commonly used.

Orientalism is a style of thought based upon an ontological and
epistemological distinction made between 'the Orient' and 'the
Occident'. Thus a very large mass of writers ... [has] accepted
the basic distinction between East and West as the starting point
for elaborate theories ... concerning the Orient.10

Even Said admits himself that this is the position most researchers studying the East and West
prefer to take on Orientalism. To objectively study their differences, it is necessary to keep their
divisions clear. But for Said, to begin the study of Orientalism is to cross over the boundaries
distancing the East and the West. This is the suggestive meaning in Said's third definition.

9
10

Said, Edward (1979) Orientalism. New York: Vintage Books. Pg 2.
Said, Edward (1979) Orientalism. New York: Vintage Books. Pg 2
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Orientalism as a Western style for dominating, restructuring, and
having authority over the Orient.11

2.3 THE 'OTHER' IN THE MIRROR

We showed how the West defined the East in terms of the sun—this association can also be seen
in the word 'Asia'. But did the West really define this word? Most assume the following, that" 'Asia'
is reported to have derived from a Babylonian term referring to the rising of the sun 'asu' (to
rise)."12 But this assumption, that the West was solely responsible for naming the East, is no
longer the only theory. As "the modern reader whose thinking has been influenced by Edward
Said's concept of Orientalism, tends to seize upon proof of Western dominance wherever she or he
looks"13, he becomes aware that the same Western dominance exists in etymology. Used to this, it
then becomes natural to assume that the roots of most words are Western-based—which is often a
false assumption. This can be seen with the word 'Asia', whose roots are most likely not Westernbased but rather Chinese.

Bonnet's recent studies describe how Italian Renaissance map maker Matteo Ricci, who was
responsible for charting of the maps, was not responsible for labelling them.

11

Ibid, Pg 3
12 Bonnett, Alastair (2004) The Idea of the West: Culture, Politics and History. N e w York: Palgrave Macmillan. Pg 97.
" Ibid, pg 102
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Indeed, as an admirer of the East he is unlikely to have been
responsible for the Chinese characters for Asia, which are written
as 'inferior - trifling - interior'. The Chinese translation makes it
clear that Asia was considered to be a marginal place, an area
that surrounded but did not include China.14

What he is trying to say is that the West did not create the word 'Asia', but the East did themselves.
In the text by Bonnett, there was only a pinyin for the Chinese characters he spoke about - yaxiya.
Due to the nature of the Chinese language, one sound can have dozens of applicable characters.
Through the pairing of sounds and meanings, there is only one character possible for ya, and that
is i£. The closest character resembling 'trifling as well as having the sound xi is $g. There is
some doubt as to whether or not |fH {xi) is the right character, because although its English
translation can mean 'tiny', in Chinese it is more often used to refer to 'sensitivity' and 'attention to
detail'. Trifling, on the other hand, relates much more to the idea of inferiority, being small and
therefore unimportant. In addition, the character for west f§ also bears the same sound xi.
Whichever the case is, the primary focus should be on the word j5 (ya), since it has been placed
both before and after xi.
FIGURE 2.3:

jS (ya) from oracle bones j£ {ya) from bronze script i£ {ya) from seal script

14

Ibid, pg 103
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In Chinese, the character 5 5 (ya) is known today to m e a n Asia, and 55$H (ya zhou) is the Asian
continent. In Shuowen

Jiezi, 5 5 (ya) is the remnant, or the figure of a deformed back of a person.15

It takes the definition of 'the inferior', either as the remaining of something or a disabled person.
(Refer to Figure 2.3) This is indeed an appropriate description of h o w China compared itself to
what lay beyond its lands. China labelled itself with c ^ g (zhongguo); the literal translation is
'middle kingdom'. The first character ^ (zhong) is literally a line bisecting an enclosure16:

I + P = +
This signifies the importance of the centre position - the heart of all lands - in the mind of the
Chinese. If 5 5 (ya) is inferior, then ^ (zhong) is superior. Looking at the character carefully,
something very interesting is revealed:

JS.+ i
Enlarging the character 55 (ya) allows the i=p (zhong) to fit perfectly in the centre. Therefore, if
China - ^ H (zhongguo) - is the middle kingdom, then 5 5 (ya) is the territory that surrounds it.
To return to the word Asia (yaxiya) and conclude about its origins, there is no doubt that the
Chinese had most likely developed the term. But the importance in finding out the origin of the
i5

55« m&mAmigzfenft*mm%Mi&R&2.m%@B.

° "^"- &%&¥& 2008, cg-Art.com

NET TECH CO.LTD. < http://www.qq-art.com/imqbook/index.php?bookid=53 >
16 cfj , jfrj-tk^n | ± " B I ° "cp"- itt^CB^H- 2008, Gg-Art.Com NET TECH CO.LTD. < http://www.qqart.com/imqbook/index.php?bookid=53>
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word is not to discover who invented it, but rather why. The reason for China is clear; it was to
define the other.

"Each age and society re-creates its 'other'."17 For the East, the West is the other. Said explains
that society creates the other in order to construct its own identity. We cannot define ourselves,
alone, without the other. This is the same reason why we use a mirror's reflection to identify
ourselves; it is amazing how we can only see reflections of our appearances while 'others' can see
our true selves.

A society never defines its own culture; it is acknowledged as a common understanding.18 There is
no need to describe what is commonly shared. The need only arises with the discovery of the
other. The other can at once recognize all the habits and behaviours that are new to their
understanding. These observations become a culture's reflection. Simple and often just surface
images, these observations are defined as stereotypes. Although stereotypes are often associated
with negative opinions and biases, they are still plain statements of observations that hold some
truth within them. Just as our reflections define ourselves, stereotypes define cultures. But how
accurate an observation reflects the truth depends on perception.

" Said, Edward (1979) Orientalism. N e w York: Vintage Books. Pg 332.
is See Appendix B for Geertz's summary of Clyde Kluckhohn's definition of culture.
14
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2.4 INTERWEAVING WORLD

Said's third definition of Orientalism provides reasons for the existence of stereotypes and the
clashing of cultures in our modern world. He saw

Orientalism as a Western style for dominating, restructuring, and
having authority over the Orient.19

Said saw Orientalism and its collection of Western stereotypes as the West's attempt to once again
control the East. In the past, the West were the ones crossing over into the East, through
colonialism and imperialism; their invading influences can still be seen in the global spread of
capitalism and the westernization of the developing world. But now the East is expanding into the
West—through immigration and globalization. We have reached an age where the physical
boundaries of nations are redundant in the unlimited virtual realm. Cultures are colliding and
overlapping in manners never seen or experienced before:

Our non-Western contemporaries have grasped the fact that, in
consequence of the recent unification of the world, our past
history has become a vital part of theirs ... we mentally still-

19

Said, Edward (1979) Orientalism. New York: Vintage Books. Pg 3.
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slumbering Westerners have now to realise ... our neighbours'
past is going to become a vital part of our own Western future.20

The rise of Occidentalism is a sign of the East's retaliation against Orientalism. The westernization
of the East perpetuated a force that has grown exponentially and which has become large enough
to counter the force of their counterparts, making them equal in the war of cultural infiltration—and
in the war of stereotypes.

It appears that both the East and West are now fighting neck to neck in the war - Orientalism
against Occidentalism. It is exactly this that Said and Ian Buruma have been trying to avoid. In
2004, Ian Buruma and Avishai Margalit published Occidentalism: In the eyes of its enemies to bring
forth the issues with the current war against terrorism.

Prejudices are part of the human condition. But when the idea of
others as less than human gathers revolutionary force, it leads to
the destruction of human beings.21

Buruma spells out a warning not just for the East or the West to see, but for the entire world. The
power of prejudice is frightening and must be fought. Said offers a possibility:

2° Toynbee, as quoted by Bonnett in: Bonnett, Alastair (2004) The Idea of the West: Culture, Politics and History. N e w
York: Palgrave Macmillan. Pg 8.
21 Buruma, Ian, and Margalit, Avishai (2004) Occidentalism: The West in the Eyes of its Enemies. N e w York: Penguin
Press. Pg 11.
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Rather than the manufactured clash of civilizations, we need to
concentrate on the slow working together of cultures that overlap,
borrow from each other, and live together in far more interesting
ways than any abridged or inauthentic mode of understanding can
allow.22

Prejudices are part of the human condition and can never be eliminated. Rather, it is wiser to work
together to understand these prejudices and value each 'other'. The goals of both Orientalism and
Occidentalism are to exemplify the richness of cultural diversity, in the multicultural unification of
the globe. Just as the East and West can never have any clear distinct boundaries or definitions,
neither can their cultures, which overlap. The idea of borrowing from each other to enrich each
culture is what the practice of anthropology tries to achieve. As Geertz describes in The
Interpretation of Cultures,

The aim of anthropology is the enlargement of the universe of
human discourse ... culture is not a power... it is a context,
something within which they can be intelligibly - that is, thickly described ... Understanding a people's culture, exposes their
normalness without reducing their particularity.23

22

Said, Edward (1979) Orientalism. N e w York: Vintage Books. Pg xxix.
23 Geertz,Clifford (1973) The Interpretation of Cultures. N e w York: Harper Collins/Basic Books. Pg 14
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For Geertz, there is no power within culture; it is meant to distinguish groups. But how do we define
without prejudice's destructive powers? To look at culture as context, is once again to make
observations. Not any stereotypical observations, but intelligibly sensitive observations that
depend on perception. To perceive as oppose to simply observe, is to not only see with our eyes,
but to also understand what we see. The study of cultures is to perceive the other while at the
same time seeing the other's perception of us.

To study the East and West as opposing forces, where co-existence seems impossible is an
attitude caused by our lack of understanding of what culture is about, of how identity is defined and
the importance of the other. We must view the meeting of cultures as an opportunity for alteration
to our perception.

2.5 ORIENTING FORWARD:

"The object of study is one thing and the study of it another." (Geertz, pg.15)

Let us now return to the very objective of this thesis, which is to orient us in between the East and
the West.24 It is to stand back and acknowledge the existence of the 'other' and understand the
differences in their perception. The study of anthropology keeps the object and the study of it in
24 Using 'Orient' as a transitive verb. To orient, is to face, to determine position or acquaint with the existing situation.
18
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clear distinction. Anthropologists study human interaction from a third person point of view without
studying the object itself. The object in their study is the body of man. The study of the body is
not anthropology, but medicine. For over two millennia, the Greeks and the Chinese both
scrutinized the body to perfect in their own ways the study of medicine. It is through a medical
analysis of the 'universal body' that the next chapter will reveal how perceptions of the East and
West differ, and how understanding these differences will define cross-cultural architecture.

ill
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3.1 DIAGNOSING THE BODY:

To understand the cultural differences between the East and the West is our aim. Using
comparative cross-examination as a method of analysis will pose subjective and biased
conclusions. Instead by examining each of their perceptions on a universal entity will ensure an
objective and unbiased study. The human body is thus an ideal object for our study of cultural
relationships. In both the East and the West, the study of the human body is part of the study of
medicine.

The West's study of medicine began with the ancient Greeks. They strived to capture the pulse by
touch, and trained the eye to see the dead anatomical body. In contrast, the Chinese never
studied the body as 'dead' matter, nor did they regard dissection as a method used to develop
medicine. Rather they used their senses to interpret the body as a landscape.

The most elaborate contrast of ancient Greek and Chinese medicine is analysed in Shigehisa
Kuriyama's The Expressiveness of the Body and the Divergence of Greek and Chinese Medicine:

Two people can place their fingers on the 'same' place and yet
feel entirely different things. Where Greek doctors latched onto
the pulse, Chinese doctors interrogated the mo. The divergence
was as much a matter of experience as it was of theory. Greek
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and Chinese doctors knew the body differently because they felt it
differently.1
For both the Greek and Chinese physicians, there were two ways to know the body - by seeing
and touching it. But the way they each saw and felt were different, therefore the ways of recording
and representing the body also differed. The image below compares a classical Greek-style
interpretation of the human body with a traditional Chinese-style:

,.

f
Plate 3.1: Graphite and colour
pencil on vellum, (Refer to
Appendix C for an enlargement
of the drawing)

Greek 'anatomy'

Chinese 'mo'

The left image embodies the Greek's anatomical understanding of the body. It depicts a body as a
skeletal structure, controlled by muscles and the tendons joining them. In contrast, the image on
the right displays the Chinese interpretation of the body, with twelve conduits interconnected to
allow for the 'mo'2 to circulate. It is possible to reconcile these two divergent interpretations by first
analysing their origins. Understanding the logic behind each view will teach us a pattern of
i Kuriyama, Shigehisa (1999) The Expressiveness of the Body and the Divergence of Greek and Chinese Medicine.
N e w York: Zone Books. Pg 55.
2
'Mo' is the pinyin for the Chinese character: M - There is no proper English translation of the word 'mo'. For
purposes of understanding here, the 'mo' is something that flows through twelve conduits inside the body. It is not
blood, nor the pulse. These ideas will be explained further on in the essay.
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conciliation (between the East and West) that we can then apply to grander schemes. As well, the
following drawing studies will help to illustrate both our analysis and understanding of the
differences between the Eastern and Western perceptions of the body.

We will begin by exploring the West's image of the body and how it influenced the study of
anatomy. Then, we shall investigate the contrasting opinions of the East, in particular their view of
the body as a landscape. Finally, we will show how a unification of the two creates a stronger,
more definitive view of the body.

3.2 THE ANATOMICAL 'EYE'

The modern image of the skeletal or the muscular body was developed by western medicine,
which originated in Greece with Hippocrates of Cos II (ca. 460 BC - ca. 370 BC)3. However, the
Greek's interest in anatomy developed much later, as well as their theories on the pulse.

The 'pulse' is an indicator of life in the body. Both the Greeks and the Chinese knew to place their
fingers on the wrist to feel the signs of life. The Hippocratic physicians were not aware of what
they felt; they knew the pulse as sphygmos4 and that it throbbed in vessels connected to the heart.

3 Hippocrates of Cos II is the founder of the Hippocratic School of Medicine in Greece. He wrote the 'Hippocratic Oath'
that prescribed the practice of medicine for physicians to come.
« Kuriyama, Shigehisa (1999) pg 30-31, quoting Aristotle, On Respiration 480a: "All the vessels throb (sphyzousin),
and throb simultaneously with each other, because they are connected with the heart.
il
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Their idea of these vessels included arteries, veins and nerves, which are different, as we know
today. This confusion was not resolved until Herophilus (335-280 BC) made the distinction that
"the pulse exists only in the arteries and heart, whereas palpitation, spasm, and tremor appear in
the muscles and nerves."5 It was only after this distinction was made that Galen (AD 129 - ca. 200
or 216) was able to develop the idea of the pulse.

He insisted that the pulse could be physically perceived not only though the sense of touch, but
also through the sense of sight6, as he had seen through dissection, kindling a new fascination for
anatomy. This new interest in dissection, once prohibited by law, was purely medical. Celsus (ca.
25 BC - ca. 50), one of the first investigators in the art, wrote:
Since pains and various kinds of diseases arise in the interior
parts ... no one can apply remedies for them who is ignorant of
the parts themselves. Therefore, it is necessary to cut into the
bodies of the dead, and examine their viscera and intestines.7

This continuous search into the body's interior became the study of anatomy - the backbone of
Western medicine. Yet there was also a purer interest in dissection beyond the medical one:

5

Kuriyama, Shigehisa (1999) pg 32, quoting Daremberg and Ruelle, 221.
Kuriyama, Shigehisa (1999) pg 34-35, and to add to that: "For Galen taught that a single pulse comprised of
parts: the diastole, the rest following diastole and preceding systole, the systole, and the rest following systole
preceding diastole." pg 36, quoting from Galen Peri diagnoseos sphygmon 1.3 (K.8.500)
7
ibid, pg 12. Quoting from Celsus, De Medicina, "Prooemium," paras. 23ff.

5
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For the dissector, the viscera are truths buried in and under dense
flesh, and fat, and bone; they are secrets that have to be
uncovered.8

The Greeks were determined to seek the invisible, to make it visible to the naked eye. As Kuriyama
summarizes, "one had to see, and yet not see; see the form, but not the matter. See what,
ultimately, can't be seen."9

It is clear that the secret knowledge sought for by anatomists was not the visible shape of organs,
the forms of the muscles or structures of the bones. The invisible matter was something that
simply could not be seen. It is this unobtainable knowledge that propels western medicine to never
give up searching. It framed the body as Nature's encyclopaedia of knowledge, a book they had to
thoroughly dissect to understand.

The following image is a drawing that has dissected the human body. It attempts to merge a male
and female body (a metaphor for East and West) in search of the knowledge lying in between the
East and the West. The united body is a 'hermaphrodite', a term from the Greeks for an individual
possessing male and female physical traits:

8

Kuriyama, Shigehisa (2001) "The Case of Chinese Views of the Viscera". The Imagination of the Body and the
History of Bodily Experience. Japan: International Research Center for Japanese Studies. Pg 18.
9
Kuriyama, Shigehisa (1999) pg 128
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Plate 3.2: Hermaphrodite
Graphite and colour pencil on
vellum, assembled on black and
white board
(Refer to Appendix C for an
enlargement of the drawing)

In the middle is the anatomical structure of a united male and female form. O n the left and right are
attempts to translate the anatomy into structures of architecture. This was done through a series of
horizontal and vertical section drawings imaginatively translated from the hermaphrodite. This
translation is analogous to Kuriyama's understanding of Western anatomy, as it only reveals
structure and fails to address what connects them. The invisible matter missing in the drawing is
the reason why the image portrays a dead architecture. The structural bones of the building are
there, but it lacks the pulsating relationship that connects it all together. The practice of anatomy,
so focused on recording observations of the eye, was never able to grasp the invisible half of the
body. Instead, anatomists made it a priority to train the eye into seeing the muscles in anatomy.
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3.3 THE ART OF 'MUSCLE' TRAINING

The anatomist's determination to know the truth caused Western physicians to read the body in the
same manner. Even Western art was bound to this knowledge of the body through anatomy. This
can be seen in ancient Greek sculptures, whose focus on musculature has roots in anatomy.
Kuriyama explains:

Envisioning musculature is an acquired skill... students must
learn anatomy ... the trained gaze sees what the beginner's
vague sight does not, because the anatomical eye knows exactly
what it is supposed to perceive.10

The art of anatomically seeing required training and practice, and one needed to learn to see
actual muscles and not just undulating skin. But Kuriyama warns that this training poses a danger
for artistic, anatomical representation and musculature in art.

What was seen from the outside was inseparable from what was
imagined, anatomically, beneath the skin ... there was thus the
constant danger of slipping from seeing toward projecting.11

10 ibid pq 112 quoting A. Hyatt Major, Artists and Anatomists (New York: Artists Limited Edition, 1984), 10. In addition,
this quote parallels Kuriyama's later note on dissection: "The dissector must learn to discern-rder, througr repea ed
Spractice, guided by teachers and texts. Without training and long experience, Galen insists, one sees nothing at all.
pg127.
"ibid, pg 115
27
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Kuriyama is explaining a difficulty in art - representing exactly what the eye sees onto any twodimensional medium. It is impossible to isolate what the eye sees and what the eye imagines:
because an interpretation always has to happen, therefore, it is a projection.

The following life drawing studies repeats the attempt to unify the male and female bodies on a
canvas. This drawing differs from the previous in that it avoids dealing with architecture. It is
purely an artistic study of the muscular body.

'

i
-

Plate 3.3: Life drawing Var.1 (session one)
The first session with a male model is
captured in the image above on the left. In
these two-hour sessions, the model strikes
various poses lasting 5 minutes to 20
minutes in length.

•& i

Plate 3.4: Life drawing Var.2 (session two)
The second session was with a female
model, and the image on the upper right has
been rotated 90-degrees counter clockwise
to accommodate the female body.

The work w a s meant to evolve slowly over successive sessions of life drawing with a male or
female model. The mediums used are conte and pastels (hard and soft) on six Mayfair drawing
papers, combining to the size of 5' by 5'. There were a variety of models, and in order to keep
consistency through the drawing, male and female figures were always kept in perpendicular
orientations to each other.
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Plate 3.5: Life drawing Var.6 (session six)
After multiple repeated sessions, spatial
relationships between the male and female
bodies begin to form.

Plate 3.6: Life drawing Var.10 (session ten)

As the number of sessions increased, the number of overlaps and spatial arrangements also
increased. In order to accommodate for the various poses and to develop a sense of space,
decisions were made to co-exist both forms.

Plate 3.7a: Completed Life drawing
(Male orientation)
(Refer to Appendix C for an enlargement of
the drawing)
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Life drawing has always been a method of artistic training; it is a method that teaches the eye to
see musculature. This particular drawing helped to not only shape the anatomical eye, but also
clarified the art of 'inner seeing' that Kuriyama describes:

Western anatomy [has] stressed how even the most 'realistic'
anatomical gaze is shaped by the imagination ... it is often
impossible sharply to isolate what we see from what we imagine;
and analyses of the imagination, in turn, regularly suppose a kind
of inner seeing.12
The life drawing can be described as a realistic rendering of what the eye saw. But because of the
poses and movements of the models, the portrayed reality owes it to imagination. It is imagination
that allowed the mind to process a horizontal line already drawn on the canvas from previous
sessions, and interpret it with the drawing of new lines of a vertical model. The perpendicular
translation happened constantly while re-orienting the canvas between the male and female
models. This translation of the eye to the hand, which occurs instantly in a trained artist, is what
Kuriyama identifies as 'a kind of inner seeing'. Thus knowing that envisioning muscles requires an
inner seeing - imagination - presents us with a possibility to steer away from anatomically seeing
to an alternative imagination.13 One where the 'mo' flows through the body like water does over
'the blood and breath of the earth'.14

12

Kuriyama, Shigehisa (2001) pg 22, quoting Mary Warnock's Imagination.
"The obsessions with muscles reflected the birth of a new experience of embodied life and an altered perception of
persons." Kuriyama, Shigehisa (1999) pg 149
14
Kuriyama, Shigehisa (1999) pg 50, it is quoting from Guanzi, chap. 39: "Shuidi," juan 14,1a.
13
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3.4 'PLACE' IN THE INNER ATLAS

With the Western image of anatomy so vivid in our memory, it is difficult to see an alternative; how
can there exist another way of 'seeing' the body without musculature training or the practice of
dissection?

The Chinese provided an alternative method of imagining the body. A tenet of Chinese Taoism is
to not seek knowledge that ultimately cannot be obtained.15 Instead of diving deep into the inner
parts of the body to find knowledge of the invisible, the Chinese searched for clues on the skin. It
is the exterior of the body that fascinated the Chinese physicians. They realized that a close
relationship must exist between the interior and the exterior of the body in order for it to function as
a whole. On the surface, what was visible to the eyes was -fe (se), and what the fingers felt was
M (mo). The Chinese studied the exterior with their senses:
Shape mattered far less than place ... the solution of Chinese
doctors was to gaze upon the surface ... the skin shone as the
site of privileged revelations. For there, at the surface, doctors
contemplated a person's se - as in wuse, the five colours.16

15

A translated verse from Taoism: "The Tao, belongs neither to knowing nor to not knowing. Knowing is false
understanding; not knowing is blind ignorance. If you really understand the Tao beyond doubt, its like the empty sky.
W h y drag in right and wrong?" Watts, Alan, and Al Chung-liang Huang. Tao: The Watercourse Way. N e w York:
Pantheon Books, 1977. Pg 38, a translation from Wu-men Kuan.
16
Kuriyama, Shigehisa (1999) pg 166. The Chinese characters for five colours is: S f e (wuse)
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The five colours corresponded directly to the five elements (Sff, wuxing) in the Chinese
understanding of the greater macrocosm. The five elements (wood, fire, earth, metal and water)
are linked together in a balance of generative and destructive cycles. In the same way, the five
colours (Sfe, wuse) - green, red, yellow, white, and black - flourished and faded on the surface
of the skin in the same manner as the cosmic cycle.17 Seeing the colours was only the first part of
diagnosis for Chinese physicians.

The illness can first be seen in the face (se), even though it may
not appear in the body. It seems to be there, but not there; it
seems to exist, yet not exist; it seems to be visible, and yet
invisible ... as an illness becomes more serious, its corresponding
colour intensifies. If the colour fades like clouds completely
dispersing,' the illness will soon pass. One observes whether the
colour is superficial or sunken to know the depth of the illness,
whether the colour is dispersed or concentrated to know the
proximity of crises.18

A proper knowledge of the body cannot be obtained without knowing the mo.™ Seeing the 'se' and
feeling the 'mo' became the two primary methods of diagnosis in Chinese medicine, for they were

17
18
19

Kuriyama, Shigehisa (1999), pg 168
Kuriyama, Shigehisa (1999), pg 179
ibid, pg 170, quoting from Suwen 13/ 41-42.
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inseparable to 'knowing' the inner body. The technique of feeling the mo is t/JM (Qiemo)
performed by placing three fingers on the patient's wrist.

The finger placed lightly on the right wrist, at the cun position,
diagnosed the large intestines, while the finger next to it discerned
the state of the stomach. Pressing harder, these two fingers
probed, respectively, the flourishing or decline of the lungs and
spleen.20

The cun is a point on the wrist where the mo is felt. It is also called the cun opening, for it is
believed that each cycle of the mo begins here. Therefore, it is this point the Chinese inspected to
gain their knowledge of the inner body. The mo was felt in order to know the state of all the inner
organs. Here lays the difference between the Greek's dilating and contracting artery and the
Chinese palpating mo. They were not the same at all.

If the mo was the language of life, its grammar was topological...
this is perhaps the most salient characteristic of palpation in
China: the belief in the significance of place.21

The concept of the mo is difficult for Western medicine to grasp because the mo is not the pulse,
nor the circulation of blood. It did not beat according to the heart. The mo flowed throughout the
20
21

Kuriyama, Shigehisa (1999), pg 25
Kuriyama, Shigehisa (1999), pg 40
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body to all places, in a continuous cycle. This is analogous to the cycle of water as it travels
through all places on earth. The Chinese were not interested in the shape of organs that
fascinated the Greeks. What mattered more was the place of each organ in relation to the other
organs within the body, and how they functioned as a whole. That is why the mo was not the pulse,
because it described internal relationships rather than one organ. This topographic method of
perceiving the body was described metaphorically; the Chinese translated bodily relationships into
a landscape. To see an example of this visual language, we must look into the Taoist22 drawing,
FWH {Neijing tu):
si m %
,11 ••..•• r •

l4:

'i*$l>' FIGURE 3.1: P3^MH (Neijing tu)
''4^M-:
$! ;:./ ;;
«; Hj\". • •'';;
|;| *f.y|f
"; £ S |

This is a drawing found in the Baiyunguan temple in
Beijing. "It is arguable the most artistically finished
image of the body's interior in Chinese history: it is, at
the same time, almost unrecognizable as an image of
the body's interior."23

% '^l^i^jfi (Refer to Appendix C for an enlargement of the
drawing)

It is a figurative landscape, with anatomical organs and nerves replaced by misty mountains woven
with streaming rapids. At first, it may be hard to imagine, but, when compared to the images below,
the Taoist principles begin to make sense.

22

"To appreciate medical habits of seeing, I urge, w e must look more carefully at Taoist practices of imagining."
Kuriyama, Shigehisa (2001) pg 22
23
ibid, pg 22
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FIGURE 3.2a: ftftH - Neijing Tu (Chinese
Drawing)
Lu, Gwei-Djen, and Needham, Joseph (1980)
Celestial Lancets: A History and Rationale of
Acupuncture and Moxa. N e w York: Cambridge
University Press. Pg. 19
(Refer to Appendix C for an enlargement of the
drawing)

FIGURE 3.2b: F W B - Neijing Tu (Japanese
Drawing)
Kuriyama, Shigehisa (2001) "The Case of Chinese
Views of the Viscera". The Imagination of the Body
and the History of Bodily Experience. Japan:
International Research Center for Japanese Studies.
Pg17.

The title of these drawings p*3:lclfil (Neijing Tu) can be translated as the 'inner landscape'24. It is
similar to depiction of the anatomical body only because there is an outline of the body. Other than
the exterior form, the rest of the interior greater resembles the previous Taoist landscape. The
arrangement of the organs and parts was governed by something besides their shape and form.

Kuriyama suggests that the Chinese charted the viscera in the same way geographical maps
charted the earth, and that "the depiction of the body in Chinese medicine was shaped above all by

24

Neijing tu is the same pinyin for | % f I H and piMMThe difference is in the Chinese character for Jing = fa IJ
The first jing jjg means classic text (canons) or rules. The second jing M means scenery or view. Both are
interchangeable in the context of Neijing tu, the drawing is both a set of rules and a view for the inner body.
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the logic of cartography."25 Along this line, we could consider ftMffl (Neijing Tu) as not just 'inner
landscapes', but as an 'inner atlas'.25

The Chinese emperor 'Yu the great' was known for his knowledge in hydraulics. He applied soil
science and hydraulic engineering to the oldest geographical documents. In the same manner, the
Chinese physicians applied the same language to the practice of acupuncture, creating the
language of Qiemo. The language of acupuncture analogs the great rivers of China. The rivers
that flow through the body in acupuncture are called 'tracts' or 'meridians' |ff£ (Ching Id). There
are twelve tracts in total, and they have the same symbolic correlation to the twelve great rivers in
China.27 In addition to meridians, there are also 'acu-points' /X (xue). These mark the places
along each meridian for acupuncture treatment. Specific names were given to each acu-point to
indicate their importance as place markers. The names chosen were none other than names
referring to bodies of water like 'seas' M {hai) and 'ponds' yfjj (chi), and topographical features like
'mountains' |JLf (shan) and 'valleys'^ (gu).28 All of these terminologies lead us to imagine a vividly
moving landscape, a topographical imagination of the body.

25

Kuriyama, Shigehisa (2001) pg 26
H : two descriptions from Needham, Joseph (1971) Science and Civilisation in China (series). London: Cambridge
University Press: "Bone and bronze forms of the character which came to mean 'map' (H, thu) actually show a map."
Vol 3 Cartography, Geography, pg 498. "The word thu has always retained an ambiguity, being applied equally to
maps and charts and to drawings and paintings." Vol 4 Civil Engineering, Building, pg. 112
27
This analogy is being described in Kuriyama, Shigehisa (2001), pg. 50-51 and Lu, Gwei-Djen, and Needham,
Joseph (1980) Celestial Lancets: A History and Rationale of Acupuncture and Moxa. New York: Cambridge University
Press. Pg. 22-23
28
Kuriyama, Shigehisa (1999), pg 285
26
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3.5 TWO BODIES IN UNISON:

The images below show two studies imagining the body as geographic atlas. The cartography
was laid over the previously demonstrated life drawing studies:

Plate 3.8: Demonstration of how lines were extrapolated onto tracing paper
from the life drawing, and then of how the extracted lines were translated over
to the Chinese painting on the right.

Plate 3.9: Horizontal landscape painting
(Refer to Appendic C for an enlargement of the drawing)
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In this first study (in the male orientation), the vertical contours of the male body were highlighted
using tracing paper. These lines were then transferred using Chinese ink onto a scroll of rice
paper. In its vertical orientation, it was difficult to imagine an alternative reading of the lines. But
when the entire scroll was rotated 90-degrees counter-clockwise, the lines immediately turned into
rolling hills and flowing rivers. Thus, a vertical section of the body, rotated, became a Chinese
horizontal landscape painting.

The process of creating these Chinese paintings demonstrates how a different perception of the
same body can be represented. The first representation of the body, the life drawing, captures the
Western anatomical muscles. The second representation of the body, the landscape paintings,
captures the Eastern topological landscapes. The Western anatomical drawings convey the body's
visible structure and form, while the Eastern landscape drawings depict the invisible relationship of
life and breathe. Each representation tells a different tale in the story of the body. Therefore,
combining these two representations will enable a complete understanding of the body.
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Plate 3.10: Demonstration of how lines were
extrapolated onto tracing paper from the life drawing
and then of how the extracted lines were translated
to the Chinese painting on the right.

Plate 3.11: Vertical landscape painting
Similarly, a repeated attempt was done
over the female body (horizontally, in the
female orientation). This time, the
horizontal section was rotated 90-degrees
vertically to become a Chinese vertical
landscape painting.
(Refer to Appendix C for an enlargement
of the drawing)
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3.6 A BALANCED BODY:

Let us take a step back and analyse how all of this fits into our study of the East and West.
Isolating the object of the body from the study of human interactions (anthropology) has removed
the 'cultural' connotations of East and West. It became an objective study of Chinese and Greek
medicine. The divergence of the two distinct medical arts allows us to perceive what the other
'sees', in order to reflect upon our own perception:

The puzzling contrast between envisioning muscularity and
gazing at se [can never be solved by the Greeks or the Chinese
themselves]. For the puzzle is only partially about contrasting
ideas of anatomy and physiology. It also involves diverging
perceptions of persons, disparities in how people see and
experience their own being.29

The differences in perception exist even without issues of East and West, for two people can never
see and experience in the same manner. This is observed through the artistic representations of
the body. Two points of view on any matter bring more clarity than one. The knowledge of the
body was thus enhanced when both perceptions were united. "Western medicine excelled in
anatomy, Chinese medicine excelled in palpation. The future of medicine lay in their

29

Kuriyama, Shigehisa (2001), pg 192
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combination."30 The East and the West both have their strengths and weaknesses. Combining the
strengths of each society will help to eradicate their weaknesses and ease the tensions that exist
between the two. The strategy to co-exist the East and the West is to use the strengths of one to
counteract the weaknesses of the other in order to achieve a balance.

In the representations of the body, we have learned that the cultural differences between the East
and the West exist because of perception. However, the real problem of representing what is
observed in our world is the perception of distance. The difficulty is in capturing the sense of depth
and space of a three-dimensional world on a two-dimensional medium. The next chapter explores
the Eastern and Western perceptions of distance and their respective methods of projecting space.
By combining these two technigues of understanding distance, a united architectural spatial
arrangement that co-exists the East and the West can be achieved.

30

Kuriyama, Shigehisa (2001), pg 38. Quoting Quan Hansheng, "Qingmo xiyang yixue chuanru shi guoren suo chi de
taidu," Shihuo 3.12 (1936): 50. *
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4.1 DISTANCE CHECK:

"One of the great mistakes of beginners was said to be 'not
distinguishing between the near and the far' (yuan chin pu fen)
-Needham (1971, pg 112)

The division that exists between the East and the West is also grounded in 'distance', based first
on their geographic segregation, on a physical distance. The 'other' was easily avoided due to this
distance, and therefore any tension that may have existed was minor. Yet as technology
diminished this physical distance, a new form of separation took its place, a cultural and historical
distance that is accumulated over time as westernization embraces the goals of imperialism. Now,
as physical distance no longer exists between the East and West, it eliminates the physical
boundaries containing historical distance creating tension that must be dealt with. As historical
distance builds over time, it can also be resolved through time. Distance is a matter of perception,
and as long as it is possible to alter one's perception, then distance can be overcome. To
understand how the East and the West perceive physical and historical distances, we have to look
into the world of art. The knowledge will facilitate the translation of distance into a space that
enables the altering of one's perceptual world.
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4.2 DIVERGING PERSPECTIVES ON DISTANCE

In art, the act of drawing and painting are both processes of translating a three-dimensional
physical space onto a two-dimensional surface. Artists have to learn how to address the loss of
one dimension, which is the projection of distance experienced in space onto a medium that is
planar and without distance. In other words, artists are reguired to differentiate between objects
that are near from those that are far away. In the West, artists, under the influence of optics and
Euclidean geometry, developed the laws of Perspectives'. Conversely, in the East, science and
mathematics were not used to explain distance; yet depth was achieved otherwise.

The West's perception of distance in art was well governed. The "laws of perspectives" were
discovered in the Renaissance to express three-dimensional space as a function of linear
perspective.1 Linear perspective is the most common form of perspective used by artists in the
Western world. It forces parallel lines to converge at a vanishing point in the distant horizon.
Railroad tracks and highways appear to converge at a single point; it is what our eye 'sees' and the
science of optics.2 In this manner, planes parallel to the horizon line and perpendicular to the
perspective lines increase in size as they move away from the vanishing point. At the horizon, we
have the background plane. Objects in this plane are the smallest. The plane closest to the
spectator is the foreground plane and objects here are the largest. Therefore under linear
perspective, spatial distance is achieved using size to differentiate objects in space.

1
2

Hall, Edward T (1990) The Hidden Dimension. New York: Anchor Books. Pg 86
Hall (1990), pg 191 (Appendix).
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The East's perspective of distance was governed by height. Joseph Needham states:
[l]n Chinese drawing distance had always been represented by
height, so that one object standing behind another had been
drawn above it, and not necessarily smaller. This has the result
of giving to many Chinese pictures the character of bird's-eye
views. Everything is seen as if from a height.3

Plate 4.1: Horizontal landscape painting
Chinese ink on rice paper, 18" x 54"

The painting in plate 4.1 is considered Chinese in style not because they were done using Chinese
brush, ink and paper, but because of its method of projecting distance onto a vertical scale. In
plate 4.1, the rock cliff's positioning at the bottom of the painting is based on its proximity (being the
closest) to the viewer in reality. The river flowing behind is placed above the rock cliff. The
mountains beyond the river - being the furthest away - are placed at the top of the painting.
Indeed, the spectator's angle becomes a bird's eye view, hovering above the landscape. The use
of height and size describes a spatial quality on a two-dimensional medium. In other words, both
strategies achieve the same goal, but in different ways - using different perspectives. Needham
quotes:
3 Needham, Joseph (1971) Science and Civilisation in China (series). London: Cambridge University Press, pg 112
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Let it be accepted,... that on the whole there is no true vanishing
point in Chinese drawing, and no exact rules of foreshortening ...
[W]hat they employed was 'parallel perspective', i.e. a system in
which lines, which were parallel in fact, remained so in the
drawing. The Chinese, who had little or no Euclidean geometry,
remained faithful to the postulate that parallel lines never meet at
all, even in pictures.4

The Chinese used a form of perspective, the oblique perspective; one based not on what the eye
'sees', but one that was true to nature, where parallel lines never meet.

The Chinese has used this method of height to demonstrate spatial distance since year one A.D 5.
They solved the problem of distance without the knowledge of optics that developed in the West.
Despite the differences in their forms of perspective, both the East and West managed to
convincingly depict a sense of distance in their art. Just as their etymologies are different but the
same, so too are their unique abilities to translate distance. Linear perspective represents what the
eye sees, while parallel perspective renders what the mind knows. Both methods are used today
in architectural representation. Oblique and Parallel perspectives, or axonometric drawings are
useful in architecture because they capture three-dimensional space without distortion to actual
numerical dimensions (plate 4.2). Perspective drawings on the other hand render an impression of
what has yet to be built, a projection of what the eye will see (plate 4.3).

4
5

Needham, Joseph (1971) Science and Civilisation in China (series). London: Cambridge University Press, pg 113
Needham (1971), pg 112
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Plate 4.2: Axonometric Drawing
Graphite on vellum, with Canson coloured paper
layered behind, 28" x 24"
(Refer to Appendix D for an enlargement of the
drawing)

Plate 4.3: Perspective Drawing
Chinese ink on rice paper, 32" x 24"
(Refer to Appendix D for an enlargement of the
drawing)
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The axonometric drawing and the perspective drawing both depict the same space, yet there is
something astonishingly different between them. The axonometric drawing aids in the
understanding of the actual physical dimensions - size and scale - of spaces, while the
perspective drawing aids in the understanding of the visual dimensions - light and materiality - of
spaces.
Oriental art shifts the viewing point while maintaining the scene as
constant. Much of Western art does just the opposite. In fact, a
most significant difference between the East and the West
although it is reflected in the art far transcends the field of art.
Space itself is perceived entirely differently.6

The two drawings appear to be two entirely different views only because they were created within
two perceptual worlds. Space contains more than just a three-dimensional physical distance;
embedded within are cultural distances as well. Art allows us to understand how to perceive
physical distances with the eye. It also illustrates that another form of distance exists. To
understand how to perceive cultural distances in space we need to employ our other senses.

6

Hall (1990), pg 74
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4.3 PROXEMIC SENSORY ON DISTANCE

We have yet to draw a similarity between the cultural division of the East and West and the
physical distance that stands between them. To achieve this, we must consider distance in a social
sense, in the sense of 'proxemics'. It is a term that Edward T. Hall has "coined for the interrelated
observations and theories of man's use of space as a specialized elaboration of culture."7 For Hall:

Man's sense of space and distance is not static, that it has very
little to do with the single-viewpoint linear perspective developed
by the Renaissance artists ... Instead, man senses distance as
other animals do. His perception of space is dynamic because it
is related to action - what can be done in a given space - rather
than what is seen by passive viewing.8

The study of proxemics deals with man's action within the changing space. Proximics tells us that
the eye alone is not enough to experience our dynamic world. "[I]t is in the nature of animals,
including man, to exhibit behaviour which we call territoriality. In so doing, they use the senses to
distinguish between one space or distance and another."9 The senses discussed by Hall are the
methods our body uses to interact within a space. We distinguish between distance by an abstract
feeling of what is close and what is far. It is not a sense of touch, for you can never place your
hand on distance, yet it can be felt. This feeling of distance is a matter of perception, influenced by
1
8
9

Hall (1990), pg 1
Ibid, pg 114-115
Ibid, pg 128
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a territorial sense of comfort. A oomfortable distance between two friends may be an offensive
closeness to a different party. Hall continues:

The concept that no two people see exactly the same thing when
actively using their eyes in a natural situation is shocking to some
people because it implies that not all men relate to the world
around them in the same way.10

This is the nature of man; we all have different perceptual worlds, and therefore different measures
of distance. These differences exist even without culture. Yet the similarities in the perception of
distance between the East and West lay in the universal human body. We once again return to
use the body as an objective tool. The body is what one uses to detect distance. It is an object
that functions in the same manner whether it is in the cultural context of the East or the West.
Culture does have control over the establishing of one's perceptual world. Hall tells us that
there
is:

[significant evidence that people brought up in different cultures
live in different perceptual worlds is to be found in their manner of
orienting themselves in space, how they get around and move
from one place to the next.11

10
11

Hall (1990), pg 69
Hall (1990), pg 70
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Humans all have different perceptual worlds, and therefore different measures of distance. The
study of proxemics tells us that humans orient themselves in space with the use of their body. It is
by utilising the human body that we will unify the cultural distance between the East and the West.
To use the body is to understand how it moves in space to detect distance. This knowledge
enables the development of a strategy to translate spatial perceptions into an architectural space.
It is a space that will co-exist the East and the West. The strategy for unification is to have one's
perceptual world altered.

4.4 T H E 'TENSIONS' O F ALTERITY

Actions in space are cultural. What we do in it, how we navigate through it, define the cultural
distances of a space. Hall explains the differences in how the East and the West domesticate a
space.
When Westerners think and talk about space, they mean the
distance between objects. In the West, we are taught to perceive
and to react to the arrangements of objects and to think of space
as 'empty'. The meaning of this becomes clear only when it is
contrasted with the Japanese, who are trained to give meaning to
spaces - to perceive the shape and arrangement of spaces.12

"Hall (1990), pg 153
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One way to interpret the statement is that the West considers space as emptiness, while the East
attaches meaning to it. Another way to interpret the statement is that the West focuses on the
arrangement of objects while the East focuses on the arrangement of the surrounding space. The
former interpretation places the East and West in opposition to each other, where space is defined
differently. The latter, on the other hand, positions East and West in attraction to each other,
where they each define half of the problem, and together they complete the picture. Both
interpretations have constantly existed in our understandings of perception; it is the tension
between the East and West. This tension will exist for as long as there are different perceptual
worlds. But because tension exists as both forces of attraction and repulsion, it is what we must
use for translating a unified space.

The architectural space that will result from understanding physical and cultural distances reguires
the existence of tension. It is this tension that causes one to be constantly aware of his
surroundings. "The regularity of distances observed for humans is the consequence of sensory
shifts."13 Humans use their senses to make distance checks as they engage actively in dynamic
spaces. Since space is not static and we are always moving in space, it is fair to say we are
constantly re-positioning ourselves in space, constantly redefining distances. In familiar spaces,
distance checks can be less frequent, but in new territories under new sensory shifts, new
definitions of distances need to be established. All of this reinforces the notion that one's measure
of distance is a learnt behaviour, and it is constantly redefined with exposure to sensory shifts.
Therefore, it is proven that the perception of distance can than be altered and changed, allowing
for a possible architecture that diminishes the distance between the East and the West.
13

Hall (1990), pg 113
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The architectural spaces must be designed with the following aims:
1. Activating the bodily sense through sensory shifts (constant versus moving)
2. Disengaging old perceptual worlds through the need to redefine measures of distance
3. Co-existing East and West through the use of tension to animate space

4.5 EMPLOYING TENSION AGAINST DISTANCE

All architecture requires a site. There is no better country than Canada that can address the
tensions between the East and the West. Canada is known for its hospitality towards immigrants.
It is no wonder that "the 2006 Census enumerated 6,186, 950 foreign-born people in Canada.
They accounted for virtually one in five (19.8%) of the total population, the highest proportion in 75
years."14 In addition, it is the first time that an estimated number of 1,034,000 people reported one
of the Chinese languages as their mother tongue.15 This "reaffirmed the position of the Chinese
languages as Canada's third most common mother tongue group, behind English and French."15
Amongst recent immigrants, 58.3% were born in Asia.17 All of these statistics prove how culturally
diverse Canada is, and how Asian immigrants - Chinese in particular - are influencing the
14

"2006 Census: Immigration, citizenship, language, mobility and migration". The Daily, 2007. Statistics Canada.
<http://www.statcan.ca/Daiiv/Enoiish/071204/d071204a.htm>
« Ibid, "This was an increase of 18.5%, or 162,000, from 2001. In 2006, they accounted for 3.3% of the total population
of Canada, up from 2.9% five years earlier."
15
Ibid
" Ibid "Recent immigrants born in Asia (including the Middle East) m a d e up the largest proportion (58.3%) of
newcomers to Canada. This was virtually unchanged from 59.4% in 2001. In contrast, in 1971, only 12.1 k of recent
immigrants for this period were born in Asia."
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demographics of Canada. The recent statistics also show no signs of decline in the influx of
Chinese immigrants. It is on this continuous force of arriving immigrants that, we can test the
methods of diminishing distance between the East and West.

According to the same 2006 Census, in 2006 3.2% of immigrants chose Ottawa-Gatineau to settle
in.18 This is the fifth most popular city amongst immigrants. The city of Ottawa is the nation's
political capital. Within the last five years, Ottawa's rapid growth has enabled it to become a
census metropolitan area. In terms of population, Ottawa is placed fourth amongst the largest
cities in Canada.19 Due to this popularity from immigrants and the city's importance to Canada, it
makes Ottawa an ideal site for the architectural aims.

The thesis proposes a host and guest relationship between Canadians and Chinese immigrants in
a transitional housing complex. The architecture will be united by the tension that exists between
these two groups. There is a force of attraction between them that enables an interdependent
relationship to exist. The host, the Canadians interested in going to the East, and the guest, the
Chinese immigrants coming to the West, are the two halves that make up the whole of this
architecture. There is always a tension and a degree of hostility between a host and its guest until
both parties get to know one another; after that, hospitality is experienced. The same goes for a
new and unfamiliar architectural space. The hostility of the uncharted space will require its guests
to establish new measures of distance. Using the bodily senses to navigate through the

is Ibid, "In 2006, 5.2% of newcomers chose to live in Calgary, 3.2% chose Ottawa-Gatineau, 2.9% chose Edmonton
and 2.2% chose Winnipeg."
is City of Ottawa (2005) "Table 1: Population of Canada's Six Largest Metropolitan Areas". Annual Development
Report. 2005. <http://www.ottawa.ca/city_services/statistics/dev_report_2005/pdf/table_1_to_30_en.pdf>
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architecture (the host), participants (the guests) will arrive at hospitality by interacting within the
space. Placing both groups of people as guests against the architectural host creates an
interconnecting bond between them, allowing them to work together to conquer the hostile spaces.
Therefore, there is a double play in the host and guest relationships; one between the two groups
of inhabitants, and the other between the architecture and its inhabitants. The architecture
provides a place where hostility becomes hospitality, where the roles of host and guest are
exchanged, and the diverging perspectives of the East and West are altered. In time, the guests
will experience hospitality; it is then that the guest becomes the host, as new Canadians, and the
host becomes a guest, as an emigrant to China. Both groups will understand the tensions and
distance between the East and the West, for their perceptual worlds will be altered.

4.6 IN BETWEEN NEAR AND FAR

The chosen site is a lot near the west end of the downtown financial core of Ottawa. The site
offers the convenience of being in the heart of Ottawa while its close proximity to apartments and
houses creates the opportunity for a new urban community. The site has been chosen for its ability
to remove some trivial barriers that most newly arrived immigrants face, and provides easy access
to public transit and Chinatown. The public transport system in Ottawa has a rapid bus line - the
Transitway. Through the downtown core, the Transitway uses two one-way streets, Albert Street

rr
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to head west, and Slater Street to head east. The site is located in between these two streets and
to the west of Lyon Street North.

Historically, Ottawa has not been a popular choice for Chinese immigrants. The first group of
Chinese immigrants in Ottawa appeared after the Second World War. Unable to obtain jobs, they
either opened or worked in restaurants, laundromats, and convenience stores mostly centred on
the intersection of Banks Street and Albert Street. It wasn't until the 1980's that the number of
Chinese immigrants greatly increased, and business settlements moved into the current Chinatown
on Somerset Avenue. Now, on both sides of Somerset, from Lyon Street in the east to Preston
Street in the west, are stores owned by Chinese Canadians. The chosen site is approximately a
ten-minute walk from Chinatown. Having the Chinese community in close proximity would provide
some hospitality amongst all the hostility experienced by the immigrants.
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The proposed transitional housing complex would contain private dwelling spaces for eating and
resting and communal spaces for interaction and social activities. In addition, there would be
spaces for community engagement, such as a language resource centre, a restaurant, a market
place and various gardens. Below is a detailed listing of the program:

Main Entrances (2), each with:
Lobby
Information / Security Desk
Escalator / Elevator / Stairs
Restaurant:
Lobby / Reception / Waiting area
Kitchen (2)
Dining Hall
Private R o o m
Washrooms

mm i mm
§!*•

A^

mw

Market:
Lobby / Entry / Cashier desk
Vending area
Storage area
Garden
Elevator and Loading area
Language School/Resource Center:
Lobby / Administration desk
R o o m s of various sizes
Reading area / Library
Washrooms
Residential Apartments:
Security/Lobby
Mailroom
Greeting/Waiting R o o m
32 Units various sizes (max. 80 people
occupancy)

mtm

mm
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Gardens:
Greenhouses
Playground
Pavilions
Barbeque areas

<rm -t-,

Arriving to the site one will either be welcomed by the open public spaces and gardens framed by

the soft brick walls on Lyon Street or intercepted by the inhospitable, heavy concrete walls alignin
Albert and Slater Streets. There are two public entrances: one entry for those coming from the
North, or Albert Street, and another for access from the South, or Slater Street. (Plate 4.4)

I

Entrance 2

1
I jgnmeew

Entrance 1

Plate 4.4: Ground Floor Plan
Main Program: Entrances and Public Gardens
(Refer to Appendix D for an enlargement of the drawing)
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From the North and South, the solid concrete walls are representative of the tension that exists
between the architecture and its guests. The monolithic mass of the wall lacks any scale of
humanness, echoing seclusion and hostility. (Plate 4.5) The few arranged openings, directs light to
guide the eye into the soft, hospitable interior. Although the interior space is visible, one must use
their senses to navigate through the hostile thresholds set up to physically conceal the entrances.
Plate 4.5: North Elevation
(Refer to Appendix D for an enlargement
of the drawing, and other Elevations)
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Having navigated past the North and South walls, one will find a friendlier East and West facade.
(Plate 4.6) The softness of the wood benches piercing the brick walls offers an opportunity to
pause and engage into the public gardens. The change of materiality from concrete to brick
returns to the architecture the warmth of a human scale. This hospitality continues to direct one
into the two entrance lobbies.
Plate 4.6: East Elevation
(Refer to Appendix D for an enlargement of
the drawing, and other Elevations)
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Upon stepping into the interior space, what appeared from the outside as hospitable immediately
becomes hostile. It is in these two circulation lobbies that the general public can experience the
greatest tensions with the architecture. These tensions are demonstrated in various drawings. In
plan (plate 4.4), the space of one lobby converges while the other diverges as you venture into its
depths. The walls not only shift in plan, but they do the same in section (plate 4.5). As one
circulates vertically up the two spaces, in one the walls spread further apart, while in the other, the
walls lean closer together. Being in these spaces, one is constantly forced to use their senses to
establish new measures of distance in order to counteract the tension that exists.

Ground Level

Plate 4.7: Longitudinal Section (Cut through north and south)
(Refer to Appendix D for an enlargement of the drawing)

These lobbies are the circulation anchors for the building. From here one can have access to all
six levels of the building, even the private spaces if they have been invited. The lobbies not only
facilitate traffic to flow in and out of the site, they also perform as service shafts for ventilation,
water and electrical circulation. All program spaces have physical connections to the circulation

6(1
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lobbies; sometimes these connections are only visual, meaning they allow for the eye to see into a
space but not for the body to interact with.

The market place is a hospitable and inviting space. It is located in the basement level along with
the open courtyard that is directly accessible from Lyon Street at ground level. (Plate 4.4 and 4.8)
The sunken garden space invites the public into the heart of the site without entering into the
interiors of the building. The lush landscaping provides warmth in the courtyard, while softening
the roughness of the heavy walls. The market opens directly into the garden, blurring the
boundaries between interior and exterior. This also allows for sunlight and natural ventilation to
enter into its vending spaces.

Plate 4.8: Basement Floor Plan
Main Program: Market Place and Public Gardens
(Refer to Appendix D for an enlargement of the drawing)
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Plate 4.9: Second Floor Plan
Main Program: Restaurant
(Refer to Appendix D for an enlargement of the drawing)

The restaurant is on the second level (plate 4.9), taking up a majority of the space on that level.
The restaurant has two entrances that lead into the same dining hall. Both entrances transition
between the differences in light and materiality of two spaces. From a brightly lit, rough hostile
lobby, to a dimmer, softer hospitable dining hall. At the dining table, a guest can order dishes
prepared from both the Eastern and Western kitchens. Both kitchens are separate yet open
themselves onto the unified dining space.

In addition, on the second level is a private, secure entrance into the apartments for the residences.
This hidden entrance off the public courtyard leads into a warm gathering space used as the
welcoming or waiting area. From here, residents can make their way up to the third floor - where
the apartments are located - through elevators or staircases only accessible by the residents. This
threshold space - like all threshold spaces in the building - bridges the change of light and
materiality of two distinct spaces. The transition happens between materials of rough and smooth,
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hard and soft, or textured and plain. It is through the constant change in materials and transitioning
between them that will enable the activating of bodily senses in order to navigate towards
hospitality within a space.

Plate 4.10: Third Floor Plan
Main Program: Language Resource Centre and Residential Apartments
((Refer to Appendix D for an enlargement of the drawing)

The language resource centre is located on the third level (plate 4.10). It provides brightly lit rooms
of various sizes for the purpose of learning languages. It is open during the day to the general
public. There is a resource library containing materials that aid in the teaching and are made
accessible to the residents at any time, even after public hours. This is made possible by having
the resource centre located near the private realms.

Plate 4.11: Third Floor Plan
Main Program: Language Resource Centre and Residential Apartments
(Refer to Appendix D for an enlargement of the drawing)
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The rest of the third level belongs to four clusters of apartments. (Plate 4.11) Each cluster contains
two pairs of units, set up directly across from each other. Each pair of units houses Canadian(s) in
one and immigrant(s) in the other. (Plate 4.12) They will engage their tension through a shared
kitchen and dining area. Each communal area opens up to the opposite pair, forming a courtyard
within the cluster. The courtyards and kitchens are brightly lit, warm and inviting spaces. It is
designed to be the primary usable space for the inhabitants. In each pair of units, a structural
stonewall separates the communal space from the private intimate space. The solid masonry wall
provides privacy and detachment from all hostility when a retreat is needed. A sliding door within
the masonry wall is used to regulate the connection between the communal and the intimate
spaces. When the sliding door is open, the two spaces will flow into the other through the unity in
materials joining them together. There are units of various sizes, designed to accommodate
various groups of people, whether they are singles or a family of four, there will be a unit that is
suitable.
Plate 4.12: Residential Cluster Detail Plan
Communal courtyard and kitchen space
Versus
Private intimate living space
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The fourth level is a second level of apartments. The same four clusters of units exist, in the same
configurations. The two floors of residences are connected in the courtyard of each cluster forming
a community. Therefore, a cluster of four in plan becomes a cluster of eight in section. The
purpose of the courtyard is to allow the residents within the cluster to intermingle and work together.
In section, stairs connect the residents from the courtyard up onto the roof top gardens. Sunlight
and natural ventilation is used to enhance the courtyard space.

The rooftop gardens on the fifth level join all the clusters together (plate 4.13). The gardens can
only be accessed by the residents and are meant for their private use. Even up on the rooftop, the
tension does not stop. The various heights and materiality of the walls and shifting passageways
control the arrangement of the gardens and the distances between them. The gardens are
arranged to contrast one another, varying from sizes large and small to materials of rough stone
and smooth landscaping. Many transitional thresholds are used connecting between the gardens,
creating passages that change in elevation and levels of intimacy.
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Plate 4.13: Fifth Floor Plan
Main Program: Roof-top Gardens (private)
(Refer to Appendix D for an enlargement of the drawing)
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This spatial strategy is reflected in the 'maze' character of the entire building. One can never
predict what is around the corner, due to the constant change in materials and qualities of light.
The path is always twisting and turning, forcing one to change direction and search for an
alternative path. The foot must pay attention to its every step. The hostile environment invites the
hand to touch the walls to aid in navigation. The hospitality comes from a space that appears to be
near visually, but since there is never a direct path, it is physically far and becomes hostile. In
addition, there are always multiple pathways one can take to travel between two spaces. The
instability and irregularity in the spatial planning creates the animated spaces reguired for the
hostile building. It is an architecture that forces your bodily senses to constantly readjust. Tension
will always exist within the spaces, yet eventually the body will come to an understanding and
arrive at hospitality.

4.7 PERSPECTIVE ALTERED:

The transitional housing project proposed in this thesis has been designed based on the
understandings of how the East and the West perceive physical and historical distances. The
knowledge of distance has been translated into a number of spaces where tension constantly
exists and the perception of distance is altered. By shifting the dimensions and angles of walls, it
distorts the eye's measure of distance (plate 4.14). Setting up physical paths versus visual paths
engages the body to constantly make changes to physically adapt (plate 4.15).
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Plate 4.14: Detail
Tension in Walls

1

Plate 4.15: Detail
Physical path versus visual path

IP

Plate 4.16: Detail
Altering Near and Far Perceptions

Plate 4.17: Detail
Canadians and Immigrants as a pair

The optical illusions of the visual paths alter one's perception of near and far (plate 4.16). The
constant change in elevations and material palette of the physical paths alters one's level of
comfort. And lastly, tension is used to attract Canadians and immigrants together as a pair (plate
4.17), allowing them to work together in order to overcome the hostility within the architecture.
Their perceptual worlds have been altered when they no longer find the building hostile. When the
tension that once held them together has retreated behind the hospitality, then it is time for them to
go their separate ways. The immigrant is now a full Canadian in the West, while the Canadian is
ready to embark on a journey to the East. Their departure is not the end of a meaningful
relationship, but a new beginning.
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Conclusion

CONCLUSION:

(dangju zhe mi > pang guan zhe qlng)
"If one is personally involved in a matter, it is easy to blind oneself
to the truth. However, if one is not involved the matter, it is
possible to see things more clearly."1
This proverb is derived from a story of a host and its guest discussing the matters of perception.
The Chinese word for host is _E (zhu) and for guest is % (ke). It is interesting to see how the
Chinese have used these two words to derive the 'subjective view' of the host, _E|g (zhu guan),
and the 'objective view' of the guest, ^H (ke guan). In any situation, those involved can easily
lose themselves behind the subjective situation, unable to resolve matters. But those standing on
the side, because they are not involved, will have a clear objective view of both sides, and
therefore the complete picture. Having both an objective and subjective view on any matter
ensures a balance and wholeness. By uniting the divergent perspectives of both the East and the
West, we gain a fuller, complete awareness of the world around us.
V

'MM^M ' ^M^'W- Wiktionary, The Free Dictionary. 2007, Wikimedia Foundation, Inc. Apil 20, 2007.
<http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/%E7%95%B6%E5%B1%80%E8%80%85%E8%BF%B7%EF%BC%8C%E6%97%81%E8

%A7%80%E8%80%85%E6%B8%85>
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Conclusion

Through etymology we learned that the words East and West were derived from a cultures attempt
to define their identity. To define the 'self is first to define the 'other'. In medicine, the Greeks
examined the human body through dissection arriving at the study of anatomy. The Chinese
studied the surface of the human body instead and represented the body as a landscape. The
investigative drawings of anatomical muscles and the landscape body illustrate the co-existence of
two different methods over the same body. In art, the West perceived distance through linear
perspective, while the East perceived distance through vertical positioning. Again, both methods
successfully achieve distance on a two-dimensional surface, in different ways. The East and the
West offer two different perspectives on the same matter. Considering both views on any situation
will enhance the solution. Therefore, the East and the West are analogous to the host and the
guest in the proverb; they are two halves that complete the whole.

The host and the guest are always a pair; one cannot exist without the other. The transitional
housing complex proposed requires both Canadians and immigrants to co-exist within. Without
either party, neither can overcome the hostility within the architecture. It is only by working
together that hospitality can be found. When hospitality has overcome hostility, then the pair will
have had their perceptual worlds altered. The host is now the guest, and the guest is now the host.
There is no longer a clear distinction, for the diverging perceptions of the East and the West are
ultimately unified.
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Appendix A: History of the Chinese Language

To understand the structure of the Chinese written language, it is necessary to trace its
etymology and development over the past 2,500 years. The Chinese are an ancient civilization
tracing as far back as six millennia. The earliest forms of their language are etchings and
engravings recorded on bones and bamboo. These etchings resemble symbols used by the
Egyptians in their hieroglyphics. They were mostly representations of the observed surrounding or
the record of an idea or action. These very early drawings of the Chinese language formed what is
known as 'the oracle script'. A similar form found etched on bronze from the Zhou Dynasty form is
now known as the 'bronze script'. It is from these random drawings that a systematic series of
'strokes' was developed, forming the 'seal script'. The Chinese written language is composed of
seven basic strokes. These strokes form the basis of the Chinese language, in the same way the
alphabet does for the English language. With these seven basic strokes, the oracle scripts were
rationalized into 'characters'. Each character in Chinese is like a 'word' in English. While a word is
composed of vowels and consonants, a character is composed of different variations of the seven
strokes.

The very first characters produced were in a series known as 'programs'. These are
graphic representations of nature as it is observed. When pictograms were developed, man was
Temporal Translation
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living much closer to nature, closer to the sun 0 (ri), the moon £j (yue), and all the elements.
Wood 7[v (mu) is the material of the tree, the pictograph of bare branches. Fire JX (hud) is the
flame burning from a pile of wood. Water 7Jc [shui) is the substance flowing between the rocks in a
creek. The Chinese language records the observed natural phenomenon in a pictographic form.
These elements of nature combine to create the diversity of the world. Water, wood, fire, and sun
are some of the basic building blocks of life. Thus the pictographic characters that represent
nature's fundamental elements became the building blocks for the Chinese written language.
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Appendix B: Definition of Culture from Mirror for Man

Geertz's S u m m a r y of Clyde Kluckhohn's definition of culture from Mirror for Man:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

The total way of life of a people
The social legacy the individual acquires from his group
A way of thinking, feeling, and believing
An abstraction from behaviour
A theory on the part of the anthropologist about the way in which a group of people in fact
behave
A storehouse of pooled learning
A set of standardized orientations to re-current problems
Learned behaviour
A mechanism for the normative regulation of behaviour
A set of techniques for adjusting both to the external environment and to other men
A precipitate of history
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Plate 3.1: Greek 'Anatomy' versus Chinese 'Mo.
Graphite and colour pencil on vellum. 34" x 30"
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Plate 3.2: Hermaphrodite.
Conceptual Drawing. Graphite and colour pencil on vellum, assembled on black and white board.
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Plate 3.7b: Complete Life Drawing (Female Orientation)
Conte and pastels on Mayfair drawing paper. 60" x 60"
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Figure 3.1: r^g^Mffl (Neijing tu)
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Figure 3.2a: ftMffi - Neijing Tu (Chinese Drawing)
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Plate 3.9: Horizontal Landscape Painting
Chinese ink on rice paper. 18"x54"
ra
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Plate 3.11: Vertical Landscape Painting
Chinese ink on rice paper. 54"x18"
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Appendix D: Complete Architectural Drawings (Including enlargements from chapter IV)

Site:
1 of 1

Site Collage (plan and cross section along Slater Street)
Digitally Manipulated Image from original drawings at 1:1000. 9" x 30"

Site Image Collage (view from Lyon Street)
Digitally Manipulated Image from site photographs and original drawings. 9" x 30"
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Site Plan
Digitally Manipulated Image from various photographs.
16" X 16"
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Elevations:
1 of 2

North Elevation
Enlargement from elevation panel on the right.

East Elevation
Enlargement from elevation panel on the right.
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Elevation Panel
Graphite on vellum. 60" x 24"
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Elevations:
2 of 2

South Elevation
Enlargement from elevation panel on the right.

West Elevation
Enlargement from elevation panel on the right.
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Elevation Panel
Graphite on vellum. 60" x 24"
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Sections:
1 of 2

Conceptual Section Through Entrances
Enlargement from elevation panel on the right.
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Section Panel
Graphite on vellum, with Canson coloured paper layered behind. 60" x 24"
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Sections:
2 of 2

Plate 4.7 Longitudinal Section (cut through North South)
Enlargement from section panel on previous page.
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Plans:
1 of 6

En

n

2

I

Entrance 1
Plate 4.4: Ground Floor Plan
Main Program: Entrances and Public Gardens
Plans Panel
Graphite on vellum, with Canson coloured paper layered behind. 60" x 24"
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Plans:
2 of 6

Parking

Market

Plate 4.8: Basement Floor Plan
Main Program: Market Place and Public Gardens. Enlargement from plans panel on previous page.
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Plans:
3 of 6

Plate 4.9: Second Floor Plan
Main Program: Restaurant. Enlargement from plans panel on previous page.
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Plans:
4 of 6

Language
Resource Center

Plate 4.10: Third Floor Plan
Main Program: Language Resource Centre and Residential Apartments. Enlargement from plans panel on previous page.
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Plans:
5 of 6

Plate 4.11: Third Floor Plan
Main Program: Language Resource Centre and Residential Apartments. Enlargement from plans panel on previous page.
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Plans:
6 of 6

Plate 4.13: Fifth Floor Plan
Main Program: Roof-Top Gardens (private). Enlargement from plans panel on previous page.
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Axonometric:

Plate 4.2: Axonometric Drawing
Graphite on vellum, with Canson coloured paper layered behind. 28" x 24"
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Perspective:

Plate 4.3: Perspective Drawing
Chinese ink on rice paper. 32" x 24"
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